The mitochondrial ribomotor hypothesis.
The mitochondrial ribomotor model has been proposed to explain how the balance between rRNA and mRNA in mammalian mitochondria is regulated. In this model, the interaction of the mitochondrial transcription termination factor (mTERF) with some unknown component(s), causes a loop to form in the mtDNA chain that brings the initiation and termination regions together at its base. By bringing these sites into closer proximity, the mtRNA polymerase molecules can be directly transferred from the termination site to the IH1 initiation site of the H-strand once transcription terminates. This process occurs when mTERF is phosphorylated. When unphosphorylated, transcription is initiated from the IH2 site and the polymerase reads through the mTERF-dependent termination site, resulting in the transcription of almost the entire H-strand.